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Introduction: The Malpractice System and Malpractice Reform

The
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INTRODUCTION

medical malpractice system has
subject of debate and reform for

many years (1 1, 149). Critics claim that the
current system costs too much and is an
inefficient and unpredictable means of com-
pensating individuals injured by substandard
medical care. The malpractice system has
increasingly been cited as a leading culprit
i n health care cost escalation. For ex-
ample, shortly before the November 1992
election, President Bush claimed that “the
malpractice . . . trial lawyers’ lawsuits . . .
are running the costs of medical care up
$25 to $50 billion” (155). If this estimate is
correct, the malpractice system (including
premiums) constitutes between 3 percent and
7 percent of total annual health care
spending. The search for cost containment
has led Federal policy makers to pursue
further reform of the malpractice system as
part of the larger effort to reform the
nation’s health care system.

Malpractice and Health Care Costs

To understand how malpractice reform
might affect health care costs, one must
examine the pathways by which the current
malpractice system influences these costs.
There are essentially two ways in which
malpractice law alters health care costs:
directly, through the costs of administering
the malpractice system; and indirectly,
through the effects of the malpractice
system on providers behavior.

The direct costs of administering the
malpractice system, including the cost of
compensating injured parties (payouts), are
borne by health care providers (and ultimately
by consumers). Providers pay for the
administration of the legal system through
malpractice insurance premiums, out-of-
pocket expenses, and even time spent in

defending themselves against malpractice
suits.

The direct costs of the malpractice
system are difficult to measure. Malpractice
insurance premiums represent the costs paid
by physicians and hospitals to insurers. but
they vary from year to year for reasons that
have nothing to do with changes in the level
of malpractice claim activity. Y

Malpractice p rem i u ms increased
substantially over the past 20 years but
have stabilized since the mid-1980s. In 1991,
the total cost of medical malpractice
premiums in the United States was $4.86
billion (98). These premiums account for
only 0.66 percent of total health care
spending in the United States. 2 but they
exclude the malpractice costs of self-insured
hospitals. 3 OTA estimates that the
insurance costs of self-insured hospitals are
roughly 20 to 30 percent of total insurance
premiums. 4 Based on this estimate. the

direct cost of the malpractice system is still
less than 1 percent of total national health
care expenditures.

Some direct malpractice system costs
are not captured i n these estimates.
E x c l u d e d  are health care inst i tut ions
in-house costs of attorneys whose job it is
to oversee the institutions legal affairs and
the time and personal funds physicians spend
in defending themselves against malpractice
claims. Researchers at Harvard University
surveyed physicians in New York State
about costs they bear directly when they are
caught up in malpractice litigation ( 157).
They found that doctors who had been sued
spent an average of 6 days working on the
case. Six percent of these doctors had out-
of-pocket expenses from retaining their own
attorney, and 2 percent paid their own
money to settle claims brought by patients.

The indirect costs of the malpractice
system result from the signals it sends to
physicians and hospitals that certain kinds
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of behavior may be penalized. The behavior
changes that result from these signals may
either increase or decrease health care costs.
For example, if the malpractice signal tells
physicians that to reduce their malpractice
risks they must spend more time with
patients, keep more complete medical
records, or perform more diagnostic
procedures, then it may increase health care
costs. But, if these actions prevent poor
patient outcomes by making diagnosis more
efficient or patient care safer or more
effective, they may reduce subsequent
health care spending. Whether the net
effect is to raise or lower health care costs
is unknown. President Bush’s assertions,
cited above, are based on the premise that
the cost-increasing effects of the current
malpractice system far outweigh its cost-
reducing effects.

Deterrence and Defensive Medicine

The indirect costs of malpractice stem
from a major goal of the malpractice
system: to deter doctors and other health
care providers from putting patients at
excessive risk of adverse outcomes. 5

Changes in behavior in response to the
malpractice signal may deter adverse out-
comes and, in the process, raise or lower
health care costs. However, if the mal-
practice signal to physicians is murky,
inconsistent, or perverse, some of the
behavior change may raise health care costs
without reducing the frequency of adverse
outcomes. This portion of the indirect cost
of the malpractice system is pure waste.

Many physicians claim that the current
malpractice system encourages the practice
of defensive medicine (1 14). Typically,
the term “defensive medicine” is defined
imprecisely by those who use it, but it almost
always has a pejorative connotation, raising
images of doctors ordering unnecessary and

costly procedures, For example, as early as
1969, an official of the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare testified
before Congress: “ ... we believe that the
additional procedures being ordered [to
minimize a chance of suit] are adding
significantly to the overall costs of medical
care” (11).

OTA defines defensive medicine as
physicians’ ordering of tests and procedures,
or avoidance of high-risk patients or
procedures, 6 primarily (but not necessarily
solely)  to reduce their  exposure to
malpractice risk,7 Under this definition,
many defensive practices could be beneficial
to patients, though potentially costly. Thus,
defensive
that meet
those that

medicine encompass behaviors
the goal of deterrence as well as
are truly wasteful.

OTA’s Assessment of Defensive
Medicine

OTA is currently undertaking an
assessment of the probable extent of
defensive medicine in the United States and
the potential impact of malpractice reform
on the practice of medicine. The assessment
was requested by Congressman Bill Archer,
Ranking Republican Member of  the
Committee on Ways and Means and Senator
Orrin Hatch, formerly Ranking Republican
Member of the Committee on Labor and
Human Resources and Member of the
Technology Assessment Board. A separate
request was received from Senator Edward
M. Kennedy, Chairman of the Senate
Committee on Labor and Human Resources,
and Senator Orrin G. Hatch. Additional
requests were received from Congressman
John D. Dingell, Chairman of the Committee
on Energy and Commerce; Congressman Carl
D. Pursell, former Ranking Republican
Member of the Sub-committee on Labor,
Health and Human Services. Education. and
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Related Agencies of the House Committee on
Appropriations, and Senator Charles E.
Grassley. The study was endorsed by Senator
Dave Durenberger, Ranking Member of
the Medicare and Long-Term Care Sub-
committee, Senate Committee on Finance. 8

The results of OTA’s full assessment of
defensive medicine will be available early
next year.

OTA’s Background Paper
on Malpractice Reform

In the meantime, OTA has prepared this
background paper for use in the current
health care reform debate. One important
question in that debate is how Federal
malpractice reform might affect health care
costs. This background paper summarizes
what is known about the impact of such
reforms on direct malpractice cost and its
components. Specifically, the paper
documents important reforms already
introduced in many States since the mid-
1970s and summarizes what is known about
the impact of these reforms on three
indicators of direct malpractice cost:

■ the number of malpractice claims per
physician (claim frequency);

■ the amount of payment per paid claim
(often referred to as claim severity);
and

■ the price of malpractice insurance
(premiums),

None of these three indicators of direct
malpractice cost is complete. The total cost
of administering the system depends not
only on claim frequency and the amount
paid on successful claims, but also on the
probability of payment once a claim is made
and on how early resolution of the claim
occurs. Taken together. these characteristics
of  the system influence malpractice
premiums, but their effect on premiums is

difficult to separate from the influence of
other powerful factors, such as variations in
insurers’ investment income (161 ). Also,
premiums measure only the part of mal-
practice system cost paid by insurers.
Nevertheless, estimates of the impact of
malpractice reform on malpractice premiums,
when the independent effect of other factors
is adequately controlled, provide the best
proxy measure of malpractice reform’s
impact on overall direct malpractice costs.

Not only do the malpractice cost
indicators help gauge which. if any. tort
reforms affect the direct costs of the
malpractice system, but they may also be
important indicators of the impacts of tort
reform on defensive medicine and the
indirect costs of the malpractice system.
These indicators may be the conduits of the
“malpractice signal” that makes physicians
practice more or less defensively.

Evidence suggests that, despite the
buffer that malpractice insurance provides
against physicians direct financial exposure
to malpractice liability, physicians find the
prospect of being sued singularly unpleasant,
disruptive, and depressing (10,71 ,90). They
may also fear that adverse publicity from a
lost case will harm their reputations and,
hence, livelihoods.9 If physicians believe
that they and their colleagues are being
sued more (or less) often and for higher (or
lower) amounts, they may react by ordering
diagnostic tests more (or less) often. 10

Malpractice premiums may also be a
good composite indicator of the relative
strength of the malpractice signal in one
geographic area or medical specialty versus
another. Inter-specialty or inter-regional
differences in malpractice premiums result
from the net effect of differences in the
propensity of patients to sue, the likelihood
and amount of payouts. and the cost of
defending against malpractice claims. Thus,
the premium may be a good overall proxy
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for the amount of pressure that the malpractice
system puts on physicians and hospitals to
change their practices.

These indicators shed little light on
other important consequences of malpractice
reforms, such as impacts on health care
outcomes or on injured patients’ access to
compensation. For example, studies have
consistently shown that many injuries --
in fact, the vast majority -- resulting from
medical negligence are never pursued as
malpractice claims 11 (29,75). Tort reforms
that lower malpractice costs by limiting access
to the courts could make compensation even
more difficult for some people. And, if
malpractice reforms reduce defensive
medicine, they may also weaken the
deterrent effect of malpractice. 12 OTA’s
primary focus in this background paper is
on the impact of malpractice reform on
health care costs, not on these other
important dimensions of malpractice system
performance.

Organization of This Report

The remainder of this chapter presents
some basic background on the operation of
the malpractice system and shows trends
over the past 15 years in the three
indicators of malpractice cost: claim
frequency, payment per paid claim, and
malpractice insurance premiums.

Chapter 2 summarizes the range of
potential medical malpractice reforms and
the current status of their implementation in
the States.

Finally, in chapter 3 we analyze the
findings of selected studies of medical
malpractice reforms and summarize what is
known about the impact of these initiatives
on the three malpractice cost indicators.

BACKGROUND ON THE
MALPRACTICE SYSTEM

What is Medical Malpractice?

All medical malpractice begins with an
injury to a patient caused by a physician or
other health care provider, but not all
injuries result from malpractice. Medical
malpractice occurs in a subset of injuries
that directly result from a provider’s
negligence. Negligence is “conduct that
falls below the standard established by law
for the protection of others against
unreasonable risk of harm” (66). In the
simplest interpretation, a physician’s
behavior will be judged negligent if he or
she is found to have caused an injury by
failing to perform up to the standard of the
profession.

The law governing medical malpractice
is a type of tort law. Tort law offers
citizens a private, judicially enforced remedy
for certain injuries. The remedy typically is
money. Monetary awards are intended to
make patients whole, i.e., compensate them
for their losses. In addition, the threat of
having to pay these damages should be a
significant deterrent to further negligent
behavior.

The Malpractice Claims Process

Malpractice claims arise from a pool of
alleged medical injuries, some of which
involve physician or hospital negligence.
The system gradually winnows down the
number of claims through a process of
information exchange, discovery. negotiated
settlement. and ultimately court trial. Some
portion of the claims result in monetary
compensation to the plaintiff. Figure 1-1
illustrates the relationship between the uni-
verse of injuries and ultimate compensation.
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Figure 1-1--Medical Injuries,
and Malpractice

Negligent Conduct
Claims

Neglige

Malpractice claims

Source: Adapted from Posner, J. R., ‘Trends in Medical Malpractice Insurance, 1970- 1985,”
Luw and Contemporary PmbZems:4g(2):37,  Spring 1986.

The effectiveness of the malpractice
system in compensating victims of medical
negligence depends on how closely the
set of injuries due to negligence matches
the set of compensated victims. Ideally,
negligence-caused injuries and compensated
victims would be one and the same. If
the system discourages many legitimate
claims, many deserving patients will
receive no compensation. On the other

hand, if the system encourages many
specious claims or if it compensates many
undeserving parties, then much money will
be wasted in the process of providing
compensation to those who deserve it.

The following sections describe the
process by which injuries become claims
and claims get resolved in today’s medical
malpractice system.
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The Decision to Seek Legal Redress
Little is known about why patients

choose to sue, but studies of negligent
injuries in New York and California
confirm that most victims of medical
negligence do not sue (29,75). The limited
evidence indicates that the decision whether
or not to sue results from both the patient’s
disposition and the physician-patient
relationship, but the severity and costliness
of the injury appears to increase the
probability that patients will seek legal
redress (55,81, 127, 157).

The decision to seek a legal remedy is
usually made in consultation with an
attorney. Virtually all medical malpractice
cases are paid for on a contingency fee
basis, whereby the lawyer’s legal fees are
paid out of the plaintiff’s award. If the
plaintiff is not awarded money, the lawyer
is not paid, Therefore, the lawyer has a
strong incentive to weigh the probability of
winning and the expected award against the
cost of making a claim (1 19, 149).

Pre-Trial Resolution of Claims

The vast majority of claims are resolved
(i.e., dropped by plaintiffs, dismissed by a
j u d g e ,  o r set t led through private
negotiations between the parties) before
they reach trial. In 1984, only 12 percent
of cases nationwide proceeded to trial
(142). Of these cases in trial, another 12.5
percent were settled before the jury reached
a verdict (142).13

Once a case is initiated, the parties
enter into a process of information exchange,
which can be done either informally or under
court “discovery” procedures that require the
opposing parties in a lawsuit to provide
each other with relevant factual data, The
discovery process allows each party to
assess the merits of the claim.

Many malpractice claims go no further
than pre-suit inquiry, when the medical record
can be screened by the plaintiff’s attorney
using hired medical experts. 14 About 37
percent of claims closed nationwide in 1984
were dropped or settled before a legal suit
was even filed in a court, and of these cases
36 percent resulted in a payment to the
plaintiff (142). 15

The exchange of information between
the parties appears to be very effective in
eliminating cases of dubious merit relatively
early in the process and providing for early
settlement for meritorious cases. For
example, a study of 252 claims brought
against a single hospital and resolved by the
end of 1989 found that, of claims either
dropped by the plaintiff or dismissed by a
judge, the majority (68 percent) involved
care that the hospital judged to be of good
quality, whereas only 10 percent were cases
judged to involve poor care (41). (The
hospital was uncertain about the remaining
claims).

Another study of almost 12,000 claims
against physicians closed in New Jersey
between 1977 and 1992 found that 67
percent were closed before discovery was
completed, and in each stage of the process,
the percentage of cases that resulted in
payment to the plaintiff was strongly
correlated with the strength of the plaintiff’s
case against the physician (135). *6 These
results are consistent with more recent
research on 187 birth injury and emergency
room malpractice claims closed between
1986 and 1989 in Florida (127). Among
cases dropped by the plaintiff, an expert
physician panel found the defendants not
liable almost three times as often as they
found them liable. When cases were settled
before trial, however, defendants were
twice as likely of be judged liable as not
liable. 17
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Determination of Negligence

The decisions whether to offer to settle
and whether to accept a settlement offer
depend on each party’s assessment of the
probability of winning and the cost of going
to trial (41, 127). These assessments are
based on the odds that a jury would be
likely to find the physician or hospital
negligent. How negligence is determined
in jury trials is, therefore, central to both
settlements and jury decisions.

What constitutes negligence in medical
malpractice? Stated simply, negligent
behavior is treatment that does not meet the
customary standard of the medical
profess ion. This standard of negligence is
unique to medical malpractice, for in other
areas of tort liability, such as product
liability, the standard of care owed by the
manufacturer to the consumer is determined
by the jury and is only informed by custom
(64,65). In practice, however, for reasons
described below. malpractice juries often
select the correct standard of care.

In malpractice, the jury must decide
whether the physician behavior was
consistent with the practices of his or her
profession. The jury is informed about the
standard of care in the profession through
expert testimony and sometimes medical
texts and other authoritative materials. This
procedure “gives the medical profession . . .
the privilege, which is usually emphatically
denied to other groups [of tort defendants],
of setting their own legal standards of
conduct, merely by adopting their own
practices” (64).

The standard of care is not defined by
the practices of medical leaders. Rather, a
physician is expected to have the skill
possessed by the average member of the
profession in good standing (64).

How is the “average member” of the
profession found? Until the early 1970s,
physicians were judged by the practices
existing in their locality, and that standard

was established for juries through the
testimony of local physicians as expert
witnesses. Because physicians in a
community might be reluctant to testify
against their local colleagues, the “locality
rule” was expanded in the 1970s to include
comparable communities or the entire State.
Specialists have increasingly been held to
national standards because they have held
themselves to such standards through
national specialty certification (160).

Although the profession-based standard
of care is simple in conception, it is
difficult to implement in practice. Both the
plaintiff and the defendant call expert wit-
nesses who frequently assert contradictory
standards of care. When faced with
conflicting standards, the jury’s decision
may depend largely upon the credentials
and credibility of the expert witnesses. In
effect, the jury determines the standard of
care based upon the expert testimony it
finds most credible (50).

Contradictory testimony from experts is
possible partly because of the uncertainty
inherent in medical practice and the
consequent variation in practice patterns,
even within relatively small areas. The
courts have accepted such variation through
the “respectable minority” rule, which
allows a physician to follow a standard of
conduct that is not embraced by the
majority of physicians but rather by a
“school of practice” or considerable number
of physicians in good standing (50,66). In
addition, the “error in judgment” rule
protects a physician if he or she chooses
between two or more legitimate choices of
treatment (66).

Though these exceptions appear to
mitigate the power of the jury to establish the
standard of care, they are not as effective in
this regard as they appear. For example,
during malpractice trials. the attorneys can
try to create a factual dispute about whether
there are, indeed, two legitimate alternative
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methods of practice if their expert witness
discredits one of the options. Again, because
juries must resolve factual disputes, the jury
ultimately decides which option is the
standard of care (50).

Damages
For the 10 to 12 percent of cases that

go to trial, compensation depends on a
jury’s verdict, first regarding negligence
and, if negligence is found, then regarding
damages. Of claims against physicians that
went to trial between 1975 and 1978, more
than four out of five were won by the defense
(58). Thus, damages are assessed in only a
very small proportion of filed claims.
Damages have three components:

= direct economic losses, such as health
care expenses, job-loss expenses, and
other expenses incurred as a direct
consequence of the injury;

■ noneconomic losses, or losses for “pain
and suffering;” and

■ punitive damages, potentially available
when the defendant’s conduct is
found to be intentional, malicious, or
outrageous, with a disregard for the
plaintiff’s well-being.

In assessing damages for direct
economic losses, juries traditionally were
not informed about whether the plaintiff
was covered for some of his or her costs by
a health or disability insurance policy.
Since these benefits were obtained by the
injured person through his or her own
efforts or expense, it has been considered
unjust for the wrongdoer to get a “windfall”
by receiving the benefit of them. In most
States, however, health and disability
insurers can require the plaintiff to
reimburse them for these “collateral
sources” of payment if the plaintiff
receives a malpractice award covering these

expenses. In effect, health and disability
insurers can be reimbursed by the defendant
(or his or her malpractice insurer) for their
coverage of medical and other costs incurred
because of a negligent physician. A number
of States have altered their laws to allow
evidence of such collateral sources of
payment into the malpractice trial and some
States require that these amounts be deducted
from the final award. (See ch. 2 for more
discussion of collateral source offsets.)

Noneconomic damages, which compen-
sate victims for physical pain, emotional
distress, mental anguish, disfigurement. loss
of enjoyment, loss of companionship, and
pecuniary losses not otherwise covered, are
very controversial because the subjective
nature of the jury evaluation is thought to
lead to highly inflated awards. Jury awards
for personal injuries of equivalent severity
vary enormously. In one study, the total
damages awarded to victims with comparable
serious permanent injuries in two regions of
the country were found to range from
$147,000 to $18.1 million (15). Such
variation is caused, in part, by the failure
of the courts to provide guidelines to juries
on how to calculate damages for pain and
suffering (4, 15). In addition, estimates of
future damages for medical care and other
needs involve numerous assumptions,
especially for seriously injured plaintiffs.

Juries may not take attorneys’ fees into
account when determining damages in a
malpractice suit. (Entering evidence of
attorney fees is considered prejudicial and
irrelevant (76. 106). ) It is unknown whether
juries speculate on these fees when they
establish damages, and malpractice
attorneys have differing opinions as to
whether they do (89, 106), Thus, if no
award for pain and suffering is made, the
plaintiff may not, in the end, receive full
compensation for economic losses after
paying his or her attorney.
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Punitive damages are intended to punish
the defendant for grossly negligent conduct
and to provide retributive justice to the
plaintiff (4). In the latter case, the argu-
ment is that the plaintiff has suffered a
“distinctive form of dignitary injury. ”
especially when the relationship between
the plaintiff and the defendant is one of trust
or reliance (4). The monetary damages are
intended to reflect this. Punitive damage..,
however. are rarely awarded in medical
malpractice cases. 18

The Time to Claim Resolution
The preceding rough sketch of the

malpractice system tells little about how
expensive and lengthy the ordeal can be.
Most claims are not brought until a year
after the injury (142). In addition. though
many cases are settled, claims take an aver-
age of 25 to 30 months (median 19 months)

to be resolved after they are filed with the
insurer (11 1, 142), with one study showing
the time to resolution ranging from 1 month
to 11 years (142).

Malpractice Insurance
Most physicians are insured against

malpractice claims, so the monetary costs of
defending against a claim and paying
settlements or jury awards are borne directly
by malpractice insurance companies (126). 19

Physicians’ malpractice premiums vary by
the State or locality in which they practice,
the specialty or sub-specialty of practice,
and sometimes the number of hours worked,
years in practice, and attendance at risk
management training sessions (126). (Table
1-1 shows the premium categories and rates
used by New Jersey’s physician-owned
malpractice insurance company in 1988. )
Malpractice insurers almost never base
their physician premiums on the specific
experience of an individual doctor (125).
Malpractice claims for an individual

physician are so rare and unpredictable that
past experience is a poor indicator of future
suits ( 116, 126).

Because almost all physicians are
insured, they generally do not directly bear
the costs of a malpractice suit.20 The lack
of experience rating also means that the
financial impact of a malpractice claim on
the sued physician will be largely attenuated
through pooling of costs.21 Although
experience-rating of physicians is rare,
financial sanctions do occur in physician-
owned companies. In a survey of member
companies of the Physician Insurance
Association of America. Schwartz and
Mendelson found that about 3.2 percent of
insured physicians had some sort  of
financial or medical sanction placed on
them. including 0.7 percent whose insurance
coverage was terminated because of
negligence-prone behavior ( 120). Never-
theless, except in extreme cases, the individual
physician’s malpractice cost or premium is
still rather insensitive to changes in his or
her own behavior.

TRENDS IN MALPRACTICE COST
INDICATORS

The indicators of direct malpractice
cost--claim frequency, payment per paid
claim, and premiums--reveal a cyclical path
of increase over the past 20 years and
v iv idly illustrate the onset of the two
“malpractice crises” that arose during this
period. The first crisis occurred in the
mid- 1970s. when medical malpractice
insurers raised their rates as much as 500
percent and denied malpractice coverage to
certain specialties ( 112). In California and
New York, some physicians could not
obtain malpractice insurance at any price
(126). State legislatures were quick to
respond, and between 1975 and 1976,
43 States enacted various medical malpractice
tort reforms (9).
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Table l-l--Annual Medical Malpractice Premiums for $1 Million Dollars of Coverage,a

New Jersey 1988

Class Premium

Neurosurgery

Orthopedics (maj)

Obstetrics and Gynecology

Cardio-Thoracic Surgery; Cardio-Vascular Surgery, Hand Surgery;
Plastic Surgery; Thoracic Surgery

EENT (maj); General Surgery; Gynecology (maj); Industrial (maj);
Otolaryngology; Pediatric Surgery

Anesthesiology, Urology (maj)

Dermatology (maj asst); ER (asst); FP (asst); Gynecology (rein asst);
Internal Medicine (asst); Orthopedic (asst).....

ER (hospital); Gastroenterology; Internal Medicine (Gastroenterology);
Radiology; Roentgenology

Acupuncture; Cardiology; EENT (rein, maj); ER (non-hospt.); FP (rein);
GP (rein) Gynecology (non-hospital, rein); Internal Medicine
(General, Cardiology, Endocrinology, Hematology, Nephrology,
Oncology, Pulmonary Disease); Ophthalmology (mint maj);
Rheumatology; Orthopedics (non-hospital) . . . . .

Dermatology (rein); EENT (no); FP (no); GP (no); Neurology (rein);
Nuclear; Ophthalmology (no); Pediatrics (no); School Physician

Allergy, Forensic, Hematology, Manipulation, Oncology, Pathology

$42,000

$35,000

$31,000

$28,000

$25,000

$19,000

$13,000

$10,000

$7,000

$6,000

$4,000

ABBREVIATIONS: EENT = eye, ear, nose, throat; ER = emergency room; FP = family practice; GP = general practitioner; asst
= assisting surgery practice; maj = major surgery; min = minor surgery; no = no surgery; off = non-
hospital or office practice,

aTheW premiums are for coverage for $1 mi[lion/$1 miilion/M  million (per medical incident/per awqate  wW wjOd/ w
aggregate extended policy period).

SOURCE: Rolph, J. E., “Merit Rating for Physicians’ Malpractice Premiums: Only a Modest lkterrent,(’ law  and Contemporary
Problems 54(2):65-86,  Spring 1991.
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Table 1-2--Claims per 100 Physicians, 1980-1984

State 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

AR 6.6 8.4 8.8 7.7 8.6

CA 20.4 22.3 22.5 24.6 26.0

FL 20.8 31.6 32.3 29.1 26.1

IN 5.3 6.0 7.9 9.8 10.2

NY 27.1 28.9 31.4 38.1 35.7

NC na 7.5 8.7 8.9 8.9

SOURCE: General Accounting Office, Medical Malpractice: Six State Case Studies Show Claims and Insurance Costs Still

Rise Despite Reforms, GAO-HRD-87-21, December 1986.

The second crisis occurred in the mid-
1980s, when premiums again rose substan-
tially. Some States responded with addi-
tional tort reforms, many of the same type
passed in the 1970s (14).

Illustrative statistics on trends in claim
frequency, payment per paid claim and
malpractice insurance premiums are pre-
sented below.

Claim Frequency

Published data on trends in
quency are available only for
later. The data show conflicting
GAO survey of claims reported

claim fre-
1980 and

trends. A
by leading

malpractice insurers in six states showed a
steady increase in the number of claims per
100 physicians over the period 1980-84 in
every State (141). (See table 1-2. ) However,
a more recent analysis of claims filed in New
York State (one of the six states studied by
GAO) using similar data sources showed a
much lower rate of claim frequency (on the
order of 13 per 100 physicians) and a much
less pronounced trend in claim frequency
over the 1980-84 period (51), The later
study used a more limited definition of
“claim” than did GAO, excluding from the
analysis “potential “claims that insurers open
even before a patient files a claim with the

insurer or court. Insurers often encourage
their policyholders to report adverse events
early as a method of risk management (5 1),
and if insurers became more aggressive
about risk management over the period of
measurement, the trend observed in the
GAO study could be spurious.22 Another
study that measured both formal claims and
incidents reported to insurers in three states
(Minnesota, North Dakota, and South
Dakota) in the period 1982-87 showed no
increase in claim frequency (table 1 -3).

Claim frequency appears to have declined
in the late 1980s. Data from American
Medical Association for 1985 through 1990

Table 1-3--Physician Malpractice Claim
Frequency, 1982-1987 in Minnesota, North

Dakota, and South Dakota

Year Claims per 100 insured

1982 10.4
1983 11.7
1984 11.6
1985 13.5
1986 10.7
1987 11.6

SOURCE: State of Minnesota, Department, of
Commerce, “Medical Malpractice Claims
Study: 1982-87,” St, Paul, MN, 1989.
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Table 1-4--Annual Malpractice Claims per 100 Physicians: National and Regional Data

Average annual
rate of change,

Year 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1985-1990

National 10.2 9.2 6.7 6.4 7.4 7.7 -8.9%

By region
New England 7.6 10.1 4.0 8.4 4.0 2.4 -31.9
Middle Atlantic 13.9 12.7 7.8 7.1 7.5 9.6 -11.6
East North Central 13.2 10.1 10.5 7.5 10.8 9.5 -10.4
West North Central 9.6 8.6 3.9 4.0 5.9 5.8 -15.5
South Atlantic 7.0 7.5 5.6 4.7 4.8 5.7 -6.6
East South Central 5.5 7.3 9.2 6.4 9.0 5.6 0.6
West South Central 12.4 8.6 6.3 10.4 10.7 11.4 -2.8
Mountain 6.2 9.0 4.1 5.0 5.6 8.8 12.4
Pacific 9.3 7.5 5.4 4.4 6.1 7.0 -9.0

SOURCE: American Medical Association, Socioeconomic Characteristics of Medical Practice 1992 (M. Gonzales
cd,) (Chicago, IL: American Medical Association, 1992),

show claim frequency declining for all
specialties after 1986 (table 1-4).23 A n
informal survey of malpractice insurance
companies conducted in 1992 revealed that the
frequency of claims per 100 physicians may
be increasing once again (85). However, data
provided to OTA by St. Paul Fire and Marine
Insurance Company (the largest malpractice
insurance company in the U. S.) show a stable
pattern of claim frequency from 1990
through the first half of 1992 (13 1).

Payments

Total payouts from malpractice claims
depend both on the probability that a claim
actually results in payment and on the
amount paid per claim. Data are available
on the average amount paid per paid claim,
but trends in the probability of payment are
unavailable. Payouts can be measured at
the aggregate level by examining trends in
malpractice insurers’ incurred losses.24

The mean malpractice award increased
steadily from 1975 to 1984 at a rate twice
as great as the consumer price index
(35,54). Only a small part of this increase
may be attributed to the increasing cost of

medical care over the period, because only
about 22 percent of total awards were for
medical expenses (14,97).

Researchers at the Rand Corporation
examined malpractice jury verdicts from 1960
through 1984 in two areas of the country:
San Francisco, California, and Cook County,
Illinois (108, 109), In the years 1975 to
1979. the average malpractice jury award in
San Francisco was $644,000, and in Cook
County it was $324,000 (109). Between
1980 to 1984. the average jury verdict was
$1,162,000 in San Francisco and $1,179,000
in Cook County (109). (These figures are all
in 1984 dollars). This represents an 80
percent increase over the period in San
Francisco and a 263 percent increase in Cook
County .25

Bovbjerg and colleagues also reported a
substantial increase in jury verdicts in five
separate areas of the country (including
those studied by the researchers at Rand)
after adjusting for inflation ( 16), The
average verdict (in constant 1987 dollars)
increased from $501.000 in 1980 to $1.3
million in 1985 ( 16). Jury verdicts are
rare, of course, as most cases are dropped,
dismissed, or settled before they reach trial,
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Nevertheless, expectations about the potential
size of a jury verdict enter the decision-
making process during the early phases of a
case. Thus, increases of this magnitude
could be a marker for increases in awards
across all cases, regardless of the stage of
the litigation process at which they were
settled.

Total direct insurance losses, a measure
that combines trends in both payment per
paid claim and the probability of a claim
resulting in payment, has declined in both
current and constant dollars in recent years.
In the period 1979-1985, direct insurance
losses increased at a rate of 25 percent per
year (61 ), compared with a 2.7 percent
annual decline between 1985 and 1991 (98).
These changes suggest that either the mean
payment per paid claim or the probability of
payment, or both, have declined in recent
years.

Malpractice Insurance Premiums

Figure 1-2 shows national trends in the
price of a standard malpractice policy (i.e.,
for coverage of $100,000 per occurrence and
$300,000 per year) across five medical
specialties from the mid-1970s through
1986 (126).26 The price of malpractice
insurance increased rapidly in inflation-
adjusted dollars during the two malpractice
crisis periods -- the mid- 1970s and the
mid-1980s. A more recent study of changes
between 1989 and 1991 in the price of a
standard malpractice insurance policy, this
time for coverage of $1 mil l ion per
occurrence and $3 million per year, found a
10 percent decline in premiums during
the period (162).

The price data presented above do not
fully reflect the cost of buying adequate
coverage, because many doctors felt the
need to purchase more extensive coverage
(126), probably in response to increases in
claim payments over the period .27 Data on

aggregate premium payments for malpractice
insurance throughout the country show an
inflation-adjusted increase between 1985 and
1991 of 6 percent (see table 1-5). In recent
years, however, premiums have actually
declined nationally. When inflation is taken
into account, aggregate premiums declined
approximately 16 percent between 1988 and
1991.28

IMPACT OF MALPRACTICE ON
DEFENSIVE MEDICINE

Whether and by how much physicians
tailor their practices to avoid the cost,
disruption, and discomfort of being sued is

2at present a matter of conjecture. 9 It is
difficult to measure the extent of defensive
medicine because the effect of malpractice
can work through subtle avenues, including
the incorporation of defensive practices into
physicians’ training. If all physicians are
affected in their practices by the fear of
malpractice, then studies that examine
variations in practices across physicians (or
even over time) will not be able to pick up
the full impact of defensive medicine.

Only one study to date has documented
a relationship between the malpractice cost
indicators in an area and the utilization of a
medical procedure. That study, by Localio
and colleagues, found that New York State
obstetricians who practice in hospitals with
high claim frequency and high malpractice
premiums do more Caesarean sections,
(controlling for patient severity and other
factors that might affect the Caesarean section
rate), than do obstetricians practicing in
areas with low malpractice claim frequency
and premiums (75). The incremental effect of
higher claim frequency and direct malpractice
cost on this one medical procedure appears to
be large. For example, the odds of a
Caesarean section in a hospital with the
highest frequency of obstetric malpractice
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Figure 1-2--National Trends in Malpractice Premiums,
1975-1986
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Source: Sloan, FA., Bovbjerg, RR, and Githens,  P.B., Insurimz  Medical Mahxactice (New York,
NY: Oxford University Press, 1991).

claims were 32 percent greater than the At present, the pressure
odds of a Caesarean delivery in a hospital defensively occurs in a health

to practice
care system

with the lowest frequency of obstetric
malpractice claims. Because the study
explored only the incremental impact of
high versus low malpractice system
indicators, its results provide a conservative
estimate of the impact of the malpractice
system on Caesarean section rates. The
fear of malpractice may be operating in
the background to affect all physicians
decisions.

that in large part imposes no financial penalty
on doctors, and little on hospitals, for such
behavior. Indeed, under fee-for-service
payment of physicians and charge-based
reimbursement of hospitals, physicians and
hospitals actually make more money when
they perform some procedures or tests for
defensive reasons. Under a different payment
regime--for example. a regime of managed
competition--30 providers would have an
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Table 1-5-Aggregate Premiums Paid for Malpractice Insurance in the United States, 1985-1991

Premiums Annual rate Premiums Annual rate
($ billions in of change ($ billions in of change

Year current dollars) (percent) 1985 dollars) (percent)

1985 2.66 .- 2.66 -.
1986 3.81 43% 3.75 41 0/0
1987 4.55 19 4.24 13
1988 5.07 11 4.61 9
1989 5.12 1 4.43 -4
1990 4.93 -4 4.08 -8
1991 4.86 -1 3.85 -6

Rate of change
1985-1991 (o/o) 11 6

SOURCE: National Insurance Consumer Organization, “Medical Malpractice Insurance 1985-1991 Calendar Year
Experience,’( Alexandria, Wginia, National Insurance Consumer Organization, March 1993, based on data
from annual reports on profitability published by the National Association of Insurance Commissioners

incentive to consider the costs of practicing payment per claim might have a smaller effect
defensive medicine against the reduction in on defensive medicine than such reforms
risk of suit and might engage in such practices would have in the present health care system.
less frequently even in the absence of tort In short, the impact of any tort reform on
reform. Under a payment regime that itself defensive medicine will depend on the
discourages defensive medicine, tort reforms payment regime in which the tort reform
that reduce malpractice claim frequency or is implemented.
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Footnotes for Chapter 1

1Ma]practice insurers make  par( of their income from premiums and part from im’csting those premiums
in income-producing assets. The price of malpractice insurance (i.e.. the prcmium) reflects the
in~’estment  potential of the premium as well as the need to co~’cr cxpcctcd  future 10SSCS , Thus. the
premium in any year approximates the amount that must be imwted (at the expected interest rate) to pay
off losses as the>’ occur in the future, meet operating expenses. and repa) the in~’esters in insurance
companies for the risks they bear. As the interest rate expected from capital intfcstmcnts  rises and falls.
premiums are adjusted accordingly to assure a compctiti~’e rate of return to the in~rcstors  ( 126). Because
expected interest rates ~’ary  over time, premiums will too, for reasons that often hmc  nothing to do \\ith
the number or kinds of malpractice suits.

2This js based on 1991 estimated health care cxpcnditurcs in the United states  of $751.3 billion (72).

~ApproximatelY,  20 t. J() percent  of hospitals  are self-insured (93),  and a S11K311  proportion of PhJ’sicians  do

not carry malpractice insurance.

4A detailed memorandum describing OTA’S  proccdurc  for estimating lllC COSI  Of SClf-lllSUIW1lCC  IS a\ailablc

upon request.

5Thc other major goal of the malpractice slrstem is to compensate \’lCtlnls  fOr thCir losses.

6 T hc p e r f o r m a n c e  o f  tcs[s  and procedures  for defensii’c purposes IS pOSitiF’C ~~f~nSi\’c medicine;
a~’oidance of high-risk patients or procedures is ncgati~’e (lcfcnsi}’c  medicine.

7A more strlngcnt definition of defensi~e  medicine would limit it to tests and procedures that arc ordered

solely to protect the physician against future malpractice suits. Under this definition, the phj’sician
would be engaging in defensive medicine only when he or she bcl ictcs  that the test or procedure offers
absolutely no chance of helping the patient and is therefore pure waste, OTA rcjcctcd this stringent
definition of defensive medicine for two reasons: first, such bcha~’ior \riolatcs ph~rsicians’  ethical
principles; and second, medical practice involves implicit judgments about whether the benefits of tests
or procedures outweigh their risks and costs to the patient. The fear of being sued may cause phj’sicians
to increase their threshold of tolerance for these risks and costs.

8Thc Congrcsslonal Sunbelt Caucus  (J. ROY Rowland and Michael Bilirakis. Co-Chairmen, Infant
Mortality Task Force) requested that OTA examine the specific issue of tfhcthcr  Medicaid recipients file
a greater number of suits against obstetricians than women who arc co~crcd b) pri~’atc insurers.

9Recent  Fcdera] legislation ma} ha}c increased phj’siclans’  a~rcrsion tO 1lU]l~r:]ctlcC  SUltS.  Thc Health Care

Quality Impro\rement  Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-660) requires tha[ all medical malprac[icc claims
ending in payment (settlement or verdict) be reported to a National Prac[i[ioner  Data Bank main(aincd by
the Department of Health and Human Scn’ices, The Data Bank must be consulted b~r hospi[als  whcnck’cr
a practitioner applies for staff pri~filegcs and at least CJICO tw’o >cars thereafter (45 CFR $ 6(1. 10), At the
\’cry least, phj’sicians  who ha~’c  been sued and lost or settled will ha\c the discomfort of haling to jus[if~
their malpractice experience to the institutions at which they prac[icc.

IOHoJ%,eYer,  Phjslclans  appear t. grossl}r okcrestimate the probability of being sued for n~alpraclicc (7 1). so.
defensive medicine may not be Icry sensitive either to differences in rates of suit or to pa>vncnt Ic\cls in
successful suits.

1 IRescarchers  at Ha~ard University  found that for ef’ery 7.5 negligent medical lnJUrlCS  OCCUrriIlg  in

hospitals in the State of New York in 1984, only one malpractice claim w’as filed, Among patients
subjected to serious injury bj’ negligence, onl~r about one-third filed a claim (75).

121n an attempt t. Cstlmate the deterrent effect of medical malpractice. researchers at Hanard uni~’crsil}’
recently anal~’zed the relationship between the number of malpractice claims per negligent injur-j  and the
rate of negligent injuries in New York State hospitals in 1984. The?’ failed to demonstrate a significant
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relationship between  malpractice claim acti\it? and the rate of ncgl igent i]~jun in a hospita] ( 157).
Although the rcscarchcrs based their analjsis  on a con~prchcnsi\c assessment of the frcqucnc}  of
ncgl igcncc in New York hospitals, the analjsis  ]\’as still limited bj a small sample size (less than 50
hospitals) and a single jcar of data. Thus, the analysis ma} not ha~c been po\\crful enough to detect a
deterrent effect with suff]cicnt confidence.

1 ~ThcsC findings  are consistent  with other Surlc}fs of malpractice Claims (~~.~ 1.97)

l~prior  t. forma] fillng  of a suit, the confidcntia]it}  of the phjsician-patient  relationship is prcsc~cd. so
the insurer cannot talk vith the doctor about the claim without rccciting  permission from the patient.
The plaintiff (or his or her attornc~r).  on the other hand. can obtain a cop! of the medical records and can
also talk with the doctor about the case if the doctor is ui]l ing Once the suit is filed. the State or Federal
rules of disco~cry prc~ail. and the plaintiff and defendant CaJI question each other and other }1 itncsscs
( 106),

1 ~This Cstlmatc, and others taken fronl  the General Accounting OffICC’S st~]d~  of chilnls closed II] 1 ~~~
( 142), was based on a probability> sample ofapproximatclj  1700 claims (68)  -

16Thc strength of [hc case \Jas assessed b} the insurance compan~ using an in[crnal  prOCCSS Ih:lt assigns

each case to one of three categories: defensible, indefensible. and unc[car,

17Ncgligcncc  \\as  judged b~ ph~slclan  panels based On medical ma]~rac[icc  closed cklinls forllls.  tl~c

hospital records, and inforn~ation  gathered from claimants through personal intcn  ic~ts ( 127) It should
be noted. howc~cr. that in a large pcrccntagc of cases the rc~im~crs  \\crc uncertain as to ll~c ph! sician’s
Iiabi lit? ( 127).

I Sscc (~ J 11 ~), In a rcylc}} of nlcdica] malpractice trials in San FI-a IICISCO and COOk Co(lllt!. III il~ois. .
from 1960-1984. onl~ 9 awards  included puniti~c  damages, accounting for less than 1 pcrccnt of
plaintiff’s \’crdicts (107), A recent stud~’ examined 4747 malpractice claims filed in Minnesota. North
Dakota and South Dakota between 1982 and 1987, No puniti~c  damages \\crc  a~t ardcd in aIIj of tl]c 110
cases that actuall~ rcachcd trial. (Onl>r 20 of the 110 cases had an~ compensation a\\ ardcd (o the
plaintiff.) (94).

19Bcforc  tllc ~ 970s  ~lost nlalpractlcc i[lsurancc \Jas \\rlttcn  b} prilate commcrcid  ins~lr:~ncc  con~P~~l~ics.
In the carl~ 1970s, man!  insurers raised their premiums and. in some cases. exited [he market
con~plctclj. When a number of commercial insurers quit the market. medical and hospital associations
and States jo i ncd to expand the pool of insurers. By 1986, about 37 pcrccnt  of ph! sicl ans ~t crc Insured
through ph)sician-sponsored  companies ( 120).

20111  ~1 slllal]  nulllbcr of cases the ju~ a~~ ard Ina} cxcccd the limits Of tllC In:]lwicticc ins~lraI~c~  Pollc!.  bL1t

such awards arc frcqucntl}’ rcduccd by judges or b~’ post-trial negotiations among (he part ics (26 ) In
some cases, the insurance company will pay for awards  abo~c the phl sIcIan’s insurance 1 imit The result
is that ph~sicians  rarcl~ pa~ anjlhing  abo}c their polic~ limits (26).

21111 contrast t. ph~ slclans.  hospita]s  arc gcncrall}’ cxpcricncc-rated b~ Insurance companies (~ 1 ). ~~nd
man} large hospitals insure thcmscl~’cs for malpractice (93). Hospitals [hcrcforc  ha\c a clear fin;~nciai
interest in managing their malpractice risks,

22T}Ic rcscarchcrs in the second stud} tried unsucccssfull}’  to rcplicatc tllc GAO results froll~  NCJJ York
using the same databases. so the source of the d iscrcpanc) in lc\ cls and t rcl]ds IS not ful 1! ul]cicrstood,

2SAlthough  oJcra]] C]aj[ll  rates dcc]incd, t]lc rate of change \aricd  J\ idcl} :ICI”OSS  spCCialt ics. Obslctrics  ‘]lld

gjnccology had the highest rate of charlgc  in liabilit? claims per loo” ~h! sicians bct\\ccn  1985 and 1990
(-23 pcrccnt),  but thcl began with more than ti}icc the a~eragc frcqucnc~r  of claims (25.8 pcr 100”
physicians compared with 10,2 pcr 100 physicians across all specialties In 1‘)85)  (6),
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24 Losses incurred are defined as the sum of claims paid by insurers to doctors and hospitals plus insurers’
estimates of what they expect to pay out in the fhture  on both claims they’ know about and those ttvq’ do
not yet know about. Direct losses are the losses incurred by the insurer before taking into account an}
protections the insurer may have through reinsurance.

25This increase occurred in California despite the passage of a cap on noneconomic damages of $250.000
in 1975, However, the constitutionality of the California malpractice reform law of 1975 was in question
for 10 years afler its passage, and most lawyers and judges were reluctant to implement its pro~isions
until it was upheld by the California Supreme Court in 1985 (Fein Jr. Pcrmancntc Mcdica] Group, 695
P.2d 665 (Cal. 1985) cer(. denied 474 U.S. 892, 106 S. Ct. 214 (1985): 22: 59: 78).

26 The data presented in the fi~re were calculated from data collected by the U.S. Health Care Financing

Administration. It can be interpreted as the price of a mature clairns-made $100,000 pcr incident and
$300,000 per annum.

27 According t. Danzon, in 1976, 79 percent of physicians carried $300,000 of cmreragc,  but @ 19~6 o~’cr
50 percent carried at least $1 million dollars in coverage (33). By 1988, approximatel~r  t~~o-thirds  of
physicians had coverage of at least $1 million per occurrence (145).

28 These rates of change in pwnlurns  are roughly equivalent to those reported by physicians [o the
American Medical Association (AMA). The AMA reported an annual rate of change in a~cragc
premiums paid by surveyed physicians of 11.4 percent between 1985 and 1990, but the a~cragc  reported
premium declined by 8.8 percent between 1988 and 1990 (6),

290n1Y t~vo quantitative estimates of defensive medicine costs exist. First. the AMA estimated that
national costs of malpractice were between $12.1 and $13.7 billion in 1984 (114). This estimate has
been criticized for biases in its methodology, (15,32, 140). The second anal~’sis,  made rcccntly by the
private consulting firm Lewin-VHI,  Inc., estimates defensive medicine costs of bct}lccn $4.2 and $12.7
billion in 1991, (73), but these new estimates are based primarily on the earlier AMA estimates and
hence are subject to many of the same methodologic  criticisms.

soManaged  competition  in this paper refers to a system in which each consumer ChOOSCS anlOng  con~pCllng

health plans that offer a standard set of benefits at different prices (i.e.. prcmiums).  Compcti[  ion among
plans for patients on the basis of price as well as quality would presumably force plans to look for
opportunities to eliminate wasteful or only marginally useful scn’ices. Plans would  c.~crt greater
influence on their participating doctors and hospitals to curb such prac~iccs.


